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FREE TOPOLOGICAL GROUPS AND DIMENSION*1 )
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CHARLES JOINER

ABSTRACT.   For a completely regular space X we denote by F(X) and

A(X) the free topological group of X and the free Abelian topological group

of X, respectively, in the sense of Markov and Graev.

Let X and Y be locally compact metric spaces with either A(X) topolog-

ically isomorphic to A(Y) or F(X) topologically isomorphic to F(Y). We show

that in either case X and Y have the same weak inductive dimension.  To prove

these results we use a Fundamental Lemma which deals with the structure of

the topology of F(X) and A(X). We give other results on the topology of F(X)

and A(X) and on the position of X in F(X) and A(X).

1. Introduction. The purpose of this paper is to continue the study of

free topological groups begun by Markov [10] and Graev [6]. Graev showed

that if X and Y are compact metric spaces such that A(X) and A(Y) are topolog-

ically isomorphic, then X and Y have the same dimension. In Theorem 2 we

strengthen this result by showing that if X and Y are locally compact metric

spaces such that A(X) and A(Y) are topologically isomorphic, then X and Y have

the same weak inductive dimension. In Theorem 3 we give the analogous result

for F\X).

In order to prove these results on dimension we need a convenient way to

study the topology which the free topology on F(X) induces on Y.  Let Fn(X)

be the set of all elements of F(X) with length at most n.  We define An(X) simi-

larly. We prove a Fundamental Lemma which says that if Xj!x22 • • • xenn is the

reduced representation of a point of F\X) where x¡ G X and e¡ is 1 or -1 for

/=1,2,...,«, then a fundamental system of neighborhoods of xpx22 • • •

xen» in Fn(X) is formed by the family of all sets of the form U\* U\i • • • U*"

where U¡ is a neighborhood of x¡ in X for i = 1,2,..., n.  The analogous result

is true for A(X).

In addition to our Fundamental Lemma we need Theorem 1 in order to
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prove Theorems 2 and 3. Theorem 1 says that if X is any completely regular

space and y is a compact subset of A(X) then Y C Ak(X) for some positive inte-

ger &.

Another consequence of Theorem 1 is Theorem 4 which says that if X is

not discrete then F(X) and A(X) are not locally compact. We also give an exam-

ple of a paracompact space X such that F(X) and A(X) are not normal.

Finally let <p be a topological isomorphism of F(X) onto itself. Then in

Theorem 5 we show that ip(X) algebraically generates F(X) as its free topological

group. An analogous result holds for A(X).

2. Preliminaries. Before going into the main results of this paper we need

some background material. Let X be a completely regular space. In this paper

we use the definition of the free topological group F(X) of X given by Graev [6].

We also adopt the notation used by Graev. Unless otherwise stated, all topologi-

cal spaces and topological groups are Hausdorff and X will denote a completely

regular space.

Let e be any point of X. The free topological group F(X) of the space X

is defined to be the unique topological group F(X) which satisfies the following

three properties.

(1) F\X) contains X as a subspace.

(2) There is no proper closed subgroup ofF(X) which contains X.

(3) If V is a continuous mapping of X into a topological group G for which

<f(e) is the identity ofG, then (/> can be extended to a continuous homomorphism

$ of the topological group F(X) into G.

The definition of the free Abelian topological group A(X) of the space X

may be obtained by keeping (1) and (2) as they are and by considering only Abe-

lian topological groups G in (3). The existence and uniqueness of F(X) and A(X)

follow from Graev.

It also follows that X algebraically generates F(X) and A(X). From this we

conclude that (2) may be replaced in the definitions of F(X) and A(X) by

(2') X generates F(X) algebraically.

In fact, Graev showed that the free topological group of X may be obtained by

taking X\{e} as a set of generators for a free algebraic group G. Then we iden-

tify the point e of the space X with the identity element of the group G. If G

is given the strongest topology which makes it into a topological group and also

induces the original topology on X, then G becomes the free topological group

of X.  Similar remarks can be made about free Abelian topological groups.

We call the topology on F(X) which makes F(X) into a free topological

group the free topology on P\X)   The free topology on A(X) is defined similarly.

By the length of an element xE F(X) we mean the smallest integer n such
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that x = x\lx22 • • ■ xenn where x¡GXand e¡ is 1 or -1 for i = 1,2,... ,n.

The length of the word y\ ly^2 • • • ykk, where y¡ G X and e¡ is 1 or -1 for i =

1, 2,. . ., k, is k, even if the word can be reduced to something shorter.

Throughout this paper, unless otherwise stated, e will denote the identity

of F(X), and 0 the identity of A(X). Unless otherwise stated, symbols like x¡

and y¡ will denote points in Ft(X) or AX(X).

Suppose X is a metric space. Graev gave a procedure for extending a metric

on X to a metric on F\X) which is compatible with the group structure of F\X)

and whose topology is weaker than the free topology for F\X). Suppose A" is a

completely regular space. Then the procedure will also extend a pseudo-metric

on X to F\X). If the pseudo-metric topology on X is weaker than the given to-

pology on X, then the topology induced on F(X) by the extended pseudo-metric

is weaker than the free topology on F\X). Similar remarks can be made for the

group A(X).

As the above mentioned procedure is basic to this paper we outline it for

the reader. Let p be a pseudo-metric on the space X. For convenience we will

denote the extension by p also. We first extend p to Ft(X) by p(x~x, y~l) =

p(x, y) and p(x, y~x) = p(x~l, y) = p(x, e) + p(e, y) for any points x and y in

X.

Next we extend p to all of F\X). Suppose x and y are two elements of

F(X). We define

p(x, y) = inf j ¿ p(x\, y'i): x\x2 • • • x'k = x and y\y2 ■ • • y'k = y j.

The above infimum is taken over all representations x\x'2 • • • x'k of x and y\y'i

' ' ' y'k of y which have the same length. The points x\ and y\ are in F^X) for

i=\,2,... ,k. We allow k to vary.

Graev showed that the distance p(x, y) is actually achieved for some repre-

sentations of x and y. That is, p(x,y) = 2*=1p(xj, y'f) for some particular repre-

sentations XjX2 ' • ' x'k of xz.ndy\y2 ' • • y'k ofy.

Let {p„}„G/ be the family of all continuous pseudo-metrics on a completely

regular space X.  Extend p„ to F(X) for every vGI.  Let T be the least upper

bound of the topologies on F(X) determined by the p„ for v G I.  Then T induces

the original topology on X.  Further, T makes F\X) into a Hausdorff topological

group. The free topology on F(X) is stronger than Tand, in general, the topol-

ogies are not the same.

3. A fundamental lemma on the topology of F(X). This section is devoted

to an important lemma which will be used later in the paper. Before giving this

lemma we state another lemma which is a consequence of general topology.
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Lemma 1. Let x,, x2, . . . , xn be distinct points of a completely regular

space X.  Let U¡ be a neighborhood ofx¡ in X for i = 1,2,...,«. Suppose

that U¡ C\Uj = 0 whenever i =t j.  Then there is a continuous pseudo-metric p

on X such that p(x, x¡) = 1 whenever x $ U¡ for i = 1, 2,. .. , n.

Fundamental Lemma. Let X be a completely regular space.  Let x\lxe22

• ' • xff be a point of Fn(X) where x¡ £ X, x¡ =£ e, and e¡ is 1 or -1 for i = 1,

2,. . . , n; and x¡ =£ xj+ i wherever e¡ = -ej+ x for j = 1, 2, . . . , n - 1. That

is, the word x\lx\2 • • • xenn is in reduced form. Then a base for the neighbor-

hood system ofx\*xe22 • • • xen" in the subspace Fn(X) is formed by the family

of all sets of the form UfiUp • • • U^" where U¡ is a neighborhood ofx¡ in X

fori= 1,2.B.

Proof.   Let V be a neighborhood of x\ lxp ■ ■ • xen» in F(X) for the free

topology.  By continuity of multiplication we can find neighborhoods U\, U2,

.. ., U'H ofXjl, Jtp,.. . ,J&  respectively in F(X) such that U[U2 ■ • U'„ C V.

Define U¡ = Uft n X for i = 1, 2, . . . , n where X is regarded as a subspace of

F(X). Then we have U\i U? ■ • • Uen" C V n Fn(X), and U, is a neighborhood

of x¡ in X for i = 1, 2, . . . , n. It follows that every neighborhood of x^x^2

• ' • xff in the subspace Fn(X) contains a set of the form U\ 1 Ue22 • ■ ■ Uen»

where U¡ is a neighborhood of x¡ in X for i = 1,2,...,«.

Let U¡ be a neighborhood of x; in X for i = 1, 2, . . . , n.  We also require

that the sets U¡ satisfy conditions (i) e $U¡; (ii) U¡ C\U¡ = 0 whenever x¡ i=

Xj ; and (iii)  U¡ = U- whenever x¡ = x- for all i, j = 1, 2, . . . , n.   It is sufficient

to show that U^Up • • • U*" is a neighborhood of x\^xe22 • • • xenn in the sub-

space Fn(X). Notice that every reduced word in U[lU22 • ■ • U„n has length

exactly n.

By applying Lemma 1 we define a pseudo-metric p on X such that p(x¡, x)

= 1 whenever x £ X\U¡ for i = 1, 2, . . . , n.  We observe that p(x¡, xj) = 1

whenever x¡ ¥= x-, and p(x¡, e) — 1 for i = 1, 2, . . . , n.  We extend this pseudo-

metric p to the entire free topological group F(X) in the usual way, that is in the

way which was outlined previously. We also call the extended pseudo-metric p,

and recall that it induces a topology on F(X) which is weaker than the free to-

pology.

Let U't C F(X) be defined for i = 1, 2, . . . , n by

U¡ = {x E F(X): p(x, x¡) < Un}.

We will show that

jy;ei U2*2 • • • Un£n n Fn(x) CU\Wp--- Uen"
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so that U¡iU¡2 • • ■ Ufn is a neighborhood of x\ixe¿ • • • x€n" in Fn(X). Notice

that e £ U¡ for / = 1,2,..., n.

Let j'jjj • • -yr and ,y'jj2 • • • y'r be any two words in F(X) of equal length

r with y¡ and y\ in F^X) for i = 1, 2, . . . , r but not necessarily in reduced

form. We define
r

vOi^ * * *yr>y\y'2 •••yr) = Y. pöv y$-
i=i

Notice that ip may take on different values for different representations of the

same elements.

Let w. = yny¡2 • • ■ y¡k ■ be a point of U'f1 for i = 1,2, .. ., n.  We as-

sume further that^(17/2 • • • y¡k-ls a representation of wf which achieves the

distance to x?' = xnxi2 ■ • • x^,. That is,

ki

p(xV> wi) = ¿2 p(Xi¡, y¡f) = tfx/i*« • • • xikp ynyi2 ■ ■ ■ yik)
i-i

for i = 1, 2, . . . , n where the points x/;- and y¡, are in FX(J) for i = 1, 2,. . . ,

n and / = 1, 2, . . . , k¡. Suppose further that

J'i ••■yn' = wi •■■wn=yu •••yiki •••>'„, ••■ynkn

is a point of U[ei U2ei • • • U'ne« n Fn(X) where ^ is a point of FX(X) for i =

1,2,...,«'. Finally we assume yyy2 • • ■ y'n isin reduced form. We wish to

show n' = n and y¡ G U¡' for i = 1, 2, . . . , n.  Since yxy2 • • • yn, G Fn(X) we

know that n' < n.

We calculate

p(x\l • ■ ■ xenn, yi... yni) . p{x\l • • • X*n, wx • • • Wn)

<rt*u   ••xlkl   "XHl ■•■xnkft,yll ••■ylkl ■ • • ;>„, • • • ynkn)

= <P(xli---Xikl,yll--yikl) + '-' + rtxnl • ■ • xnkn,ynl---ynkn)

= P(x\ i, Wl ) + • - • + p(x'nn, wn) < i + i + • -. + i * 1.

Thus we have shown

(O P(?<eixx£22---xen»,yly2---yn.)<l.

Suppose x\x'2 • ■ ■ x'k = x\ixe22 • • -x*" andj^ • • -^ =^jj;2 • • -yn,

are words with x|. and y\ inFx(X)foxi=\,2,...,k which realize the distance

p(x\ix\T- ■ • • x*», yty2 • • • y„,). That is,

jt

p(x\xx\2 • • • x£n", y,y2 ■ ■ ■ yn.) = £ p(x¡, yd-
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Consider the arrangement

x\x'2 • • • x'k

(2)
y'iy'2 ---yk-

Let us fix orders of cancellation for reducing the words x\x'2 • - • x'k and y\y'2

• • -y'k to their reduced forms x^x^2 • • • xenn and yxy2 ' ' -yn, respectively.

Whenever we cancel elements in what follows we have these orders of cancellation

in mind.

Suppose we consider an xp in the top line of (2) which remains when the

top Une is reduced to its reduced form.  Under this xp is an element «n. If un

is an e or one of the y, that remain when the bottom line is reduced to reduced

form, then we stop. Otherwise un is cancelled by a u^x occurring somewhere

on the bottom line of (2). Above ufx is an element ui2 in the top line. If ui2

is either e or one of the xji that remain when the top Une is reduced, then we

stop. We continue this process until it stops as it must, since (2) is a finite ar-

rangement. There are four possible cases.

Case 1. The process ends with an e in the bottom line of (2).

Case 2. The process ends with an e in the top line.

Case 3. The process ends with an element y¡. on the bottom line which re-

mains when the bottom line is reduced.

Case 4. The process ends with an element xjji on the top line which re-

mains when the top Une is reduced.

We wish to show that with our particular words only Case 3 can occur.

Then we will show that the process beginning with x*1 ends with y¡ fot i= 1,2,

...,«.  This wiU imply that n = n'.

The reader may show that neither of the first two cases can occur. Suppose

Case 4 occurs for xp. Then the total number of uf/- generated is odd, say 2mf

- 1. The process thus ends with x¡^ occurring over uit2m(-i in the arrangement

(2). We calculate

p(xflxp ■■■Xenn,yly2 ...;;„,)

> Pixp, un) + p(«-\ ui2) + p(urx, ui3) + ••■ + p(u7xm¡_v xefIt)

= faV- "a) + P("n. "/"21 ) + ' ' ' + P(H2mi-i, *>7'0 >p(xp, xpry.

The way the pseudo-metric p was constructed assures us that p(xe¡i,Xj.e,l)> 1 if

XV ̂  xli^- TWS contradicts (1). Thus the only way Case 4 can occur is for x*'

to equal xj(e''. Since the word x^x^2 • • ■ xenn is in reduced form this implies

|i -f,\ > 2. There is no loss of generality in assuming that j¡ >i + 2. Thus we
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may assume that x*' is to the left of x¡jl in arrangement (2) and that x*^1, and

possibly more of the xp, occurs between x* ' and xjp in the top Une of (2). We

wiU show that Case 4 must also occur for the element x^j1 and that •*//+*! is

also between xp and x]'p. This will lead to a contradiction which implies that

Case 4 does not occur at aU.

Before showing this we need a definition which is used both now and later

in the proof. We say that an element of FX(X) in (2) is in position p or has po-

sition number p if it is situated in a position between the columns determined by

utp and ujp in arrangement (2). Notice that an element may have many differ-

ent position numbers or no position numbers at all. This may occur when the

u¡¡ do not proceed strictly to the right but instead change directions one or more

times while progressing from xp to XjJK

Notice also that if an element y Ues in the bottom line of (2) and has odd

position numbers pl, p2, . .. , pt, and possibly some even position numbers as

weU, then y must be canceUed by an element y~x having exactly the same odd

position numbers pt, p2, . . . , pt. This foUows because when y has an odd po-

sition number p and y~x is not also in this position, then y lies between uip and

ujx on the bottom line and prevents their cancellation. The even position num-

bers may be different for such a pair y and y~x. Similar remarks can be made

about the even position numbers of elements occurring in the top line of (2).

Some of the elements uip and uj~p  may Ue outside of the region between

xp and x'fi. Thus there may be points that lie to the left of x*' or to the right

of x'ji in (2) which have position numbers. However, if the sequence of terms

ui} and u¡¡x does get outside of the region between xp and xfjt, then it must return

since the net sum of all its wanderings must be movement from xp to Xjp. Thus

we see that the total number of position numbers for a point which is not one

of the terms u¡- or ujjx and which lies outside of the region between xp and

Xjp must be even. Similarly, the total number of position numbers of an element

which is not one of the terms u{]- and Uyx and which lies in the region between

xp and x*{i is odd.

Consider the element x?^1 which does not cancel when the top line is re-

duced. Since i < i + 1 </| we know that x^*1 Ues between xp and x¡fi on the

top line. Thus we may conclude that the total number of position numbers for

xf^1 is odd and that there are no even position numbers. Clearly u¡+il, which

Ues directly under xf|+x has the same position numbers as x*|+x. Thus ui+ll

must cancel since it is an element in the bottom Une with an odd, and hence

positive, number of odd position numbers. It follows that Case 3 does not occur

forx^1 wfth«|+14 beingy/¡+l.

We shall study the sequence ui+ll, uj^t ,, «f+1>2» «,>! 2» • • • • Notice

that if; is odd then ui+x ¡ and «J+^i are on the bottom line, while if/ is even
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they are on the top Une.  Suppose that above uf+x , the element xjj^+i occurs.

Then where convenient we will say that u.+1 ,+1 is equal to Xijt+1. Similarly

if the element below uf^ t isy¡i+v then we will say that «|+1 r+1 is equal to

y¡¡+l • We show that the following two properties are always satisfied.

(a) lfui+1j is in the region between the positions of xp and xjj' then

ui+i,j has an odd number of odd position numbers and an even number of even

position numbers.

(|3) If ui+ j , is not in the region between the positions of xp and x'ji

then ui+ j j has an odd number of odd position numbers and also an odd number

of even position numbers.

Before giving the proof we notice that whenever ufxy t occurs, the point

u/+i,f+i occurs directly above or below it. Thus uf^ t and ui+l t+l have the

same position numbers.

The proof is by induction. We have shown the properties already for

ui+1,1 which has the same set of position numbers as xfj*l.

Assume the properties are true for ui+ j t. We consider the following two

cases.

Case (a).  Suppose t is odd so that ui+1 t is on the bottom line. Then

uT+i t must appear in (2), since by assumption there is an odd, and hence posi-

tive, number of odd position numbers. Thus the process cannot stop with u¡+1 t

being one of the elements^- remaining when the bottom line is reduced. Since

ui+1 t is on the bottom Une we know uf^ t has exactly the same odd position

numbers as u¡+ j t. Thus uf+t t and ul+ j t+ j both have an odd number of odd

position numbers.  If ufxy t is between x£¡> and x¡'J, then its total number of po-

sition numbers is odd so it and u¡+ y t+l have an even number of even position

numbers as desired. On the other hand, if uf+t t is not between x¡¡ and Xjj1,

then the total number of position numbers is even so it and u¡+ j t+ j both have

an odd number of even position numbers. In either event properties (a) and (ß)

are true for Case (a).

Case (b). Suppose r is even so that «J+1 t is on the top line. The proof

for Case (b) is omitted.

It follows that properties (a) and (j3) hold for every ",-+1^ and uf^j. Sup-

pose / is odd so that ui+ j , is on the bottom line of (2). Then by properties (o¡)

and (ß), ui+lj must cancel since it must have an odd, and hence positive, number

of odd position numbers. This implies Case 3 cannot occur for xf|+l. Suppose

now that / is even and ut+i , is outside of the region between Xe* and X/j1.  From

property (J3) we see that it must have an odd, and hence positive, number of even

position numbers. Thus i//+1 • must cancel so that Case 4 cannot occur for

.X/+V with such a u.+l . being xj'.'f^1. But arrangement (2) is finite so the
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process must end somewhere. The only possibility is for it to end with x/{'+1 in

the region between xp and XjU.

We have shown that if Case 4 occurs for an element x*' with i <j¡, then

Case 4 also occurs for x/+1 and i </í+1 <j¡. Evidently i < i + 1 <jí+i </«

and //+1 > (i + 1) + 2 = i + 3. By applying the same argument successively to

*/+i!' */+22' • • • we fifld tnat Case 4 must occur for aU the points x^j*1,

xp+2, .. . with i + t being less than f¡ for t = 1, 2,. .. . This is impossible so

Case 4 cannot occur.

Thus with our particular words in arrangement (2) only Case 3 can occur

for any xp, for i = 1, 2.«, which is not canceUed when the top line is re-

duced. Since we know n' < n, this implies « = «'.

We still must show that yjt= yifoti= 1,2,...,«. To do this we wiU

show that/,. <//+1 for i = 1, 2,. . . , n - 1. Fix such an i. We know that

x'j** is to the right of xp in (2).

Let us consider the sequence

un, u¡[ , ui2, ui2 ,. . . ,ui2mi, ui2m( ui2m.+i

where uit2m¡+1 = y¡.. This sequence begins at xp and ends at y¡.. Thus a point

which is not a member of this sequence and lies in the region between xp and y¡t

must have an odd number of position numbers. Points outside of this region

must have an even number of position numbers.

We will need the foUowing two properties.

(a') If ul+l j is to the right of y¡. then it has an even number of odd posi-

tion numbers. If «|+1 , is to the left of y^ then it has an odd number of odd po-

sition numbers.

(j3') If u¡+ j - is to the right of xp then it has an even number of even po-

sition numbers. If «J+t ■ is to the left of xp then it has an odd number of even

position numbers.

Properties (a') and (/}') can be shown by induction by a proof similar to that

used to prove (a) and (ß). This proof is omitted.

Properties (a') and (ßf) hold for all points u¡+ljJ = 1,2,..., 2mJ+1 and

also for the point y¡¡+1 = ui+1,2m¡+1 +1 • Now yJ¡+1 is on the bottom line, and

it does not cancel when the bottom line is reduced. Thus it does not have any

odd position numbers. By (a') this is impossible if it is to the left of y¡.. Thus

y¡.+ x is to the right of y¡. and jt </I+1 for i = 1, 2, ...,«- 1 as desired.

Since each of the integers/, for t = 1, 2,. . . , « must be one of the numbers 1,

2, . . . , «, it follows that f¡ = i for i = 1, 2, . . . , n.

Thus we have shown that Case 3 applies to every xp which remains when

the top line of (2) is reduced.   Further we have show that j¡ = i for
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/ = 1,2,. . . , n.  Going back to Case 3 we calculate for each i = 1, 2,.. . , n,

p(x\ix? ■••xerp,yiy2---yn)

> P(xp, %) + POfS*. "«) + Pi"«' "») + • • • + PO^mf >VP

= p(xp, un) + p(un, ufx) + p(ufx, ui3) + ■■■ + p(uf¡m¡, y if)

>p(xeii,yJl) = p(xeii,yi).

Thus by (1) we have p(xe', y¡) < 1 for / = 1,2,..., n. Thus y¡ G Uff for

i= 1,2,. . . ,n. That is,

U[eW2el • • ■ U'nen n Fn(X) C U\1U? • - • £#»

as we set out to show. But U[ei U2ez • • • U'ne» n Fn(X) is a neighborhood of

x\ix\* • • • Xe» in Fn(X) so the lemma follows.

A similar proof gives the Abelian case of the Fundamental Lemma.

The foUowing corollary of the Fundamental Lemma is sometimes useful.

This result has been announced by Arhangel'skiï [3].

Corollary 1.  Let X be a completely regular space.  Then Fn(X) and

An(X) are closed subsets of F(X) and A(X) respectively.

Proof. The corollary foUows easily from the Fundamental Lemma. We

give an independent proof. Let ß(X) be the Stone-Cech compactification of X.

Then there exist a natural continuous monomorphism $: F\X) —► F(p\X)) such

that <&~x(Fn(ß(X))) = Fn(X). Since ß(X) is compact F„(ß(X)) is compact and

hence closed in F(ß(X)). Since $ is continuous Fn(X) is closed in F(X).

4. Determination of dim X by F(X) or A(X). Before determining the di-

mension of AT we need the foUowing result.

Theorem 1. Let X be a completely regular space and let Y be a compact

subset ofA(X). If the elements of Y are written in terms of the elements ofX

then the lengths of their reduced representations are bounded. That is Y is con-

tained in Ak(X) for some positive integer k.

Proof.  Suppose Y is not contained in Ak(X) for k = 1, 2.Then

we may choose a sequence 0;f},>1 contained in Y such that the length of yk in

terms of X is at least 2k + Sfr/n,. for k = 1,2,..., where n¡ denotes the

length of the reduced representation of y¡ with respect to X.

Since Y is compact we know that the sequence 0'1}/>i has at least one

Umit point y G Y.  Let elxl + e2x2 + • • • + enxn = y be the reduced represen-

tation of y in terms of elements x¡ of X where e¡ is 1 or -1 for / = 1,2,... ,ru
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Similarly let enxn + el2xl2 + • • • + e¡nX¡„. = y. be the reduced representation

of y¡ for i = 1, 2,.. . , in terms of X where ef/- is 1 or -1 for/ = 1, 2,..., n(.

By adopting an idea used in the proof of Lemma 6.1 [6], we wiU define

inductively continuous functions {/)•}/>! from X into the additive real numbers.

We define fx on X so that ft(0) = 0 and /j(xy) = 0 for/ = 1, 2,... , n.f^x^)

= elj2     for / = 1, 2,.. ., «j whenever xt/- + x¡ for i = 1, 2,. .. , «; and

|/j(x)| < 2_1 for allx EX.  Since X is completely regular, such a continuous

function exists. Suppose the functions fv f2,... ,/fc_j have been chosen. Then

define the function fk on X so that /k(0) = 0 and fk(xj) = 0 for / = 1, 2,...,

»:/*(%) = 0 for i = 1, 2,. . . , A: - 1 and/ = 1, 2,. .. , «,; |/fc(x)| < 2"* for

aU x £ X; and fk(xkj) = akek¡2~k whenever xkj # x, for i = 1, 2, . . . , « and

xkj ^ xit foi i = 1, 2,. . . , k - I and f = 1,2,... fH¡ and where o¡fc is 1 or

-1 depending on whether Sf-T/s^e^/^x^) is nonnegative or negative.

Define the function /' from X into the additive group of real numbers by

f(x) = Sjij/fix) foraUxEX  The function/' is continuous on X.  Extend/'

to a continuous homomorphism / defined on aU of A(X) by

Mzi + e'2z2 + ■■- + e'ft) - £ e'if(z,)
/=i

where z¡EX and ej is 1 or -1 for i = 1, 2,. .. , t. We have for any k = 1,

z,.. •,

l/CVfc)l = \f(eklxki + ek2xk2 + • • • + eknixk„k)\ =

"k

¿Z ekJf(xkj)
x=i

»k      "

z=i í=i
Z ¿Zekjfi(xkj)
/•=i /=i

Z   £ e^/^fcy) + Z ekjfk(.xkj)
k-l    n

Z 5/=i /=i /=!

By using the definition of ak we find that the two sums inside the last absolute

value have the same sign. Thus we have

l/Cv*)l >
"k

£-,   ekjfk\xkj)
1=1

The way the functions fk were chosen assures us that every nonzero term

in the last sum has the same sign and magnitude 2~k. Since nk > 2k + S/ta1«/

we know that at least nk - (Sf^1«; + «) > 2k - n of these terms are not zero.

Thus for any k large enough so that 2* - « > 2*-1 or 2*-1 > n we have \f(yk)\

>Vi. But
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f(y) = /(e,*, + e2x2 + • • • + e„x„) = £ ef(x¡) = 0
i-l

so y cannot be a limit point of {yk}k>i- This is a contradiction. The theorem

foUows.

Theorem 1 is not a new result. There is a much easier proof which estab-

hshes the theorem in both the Abelian and non-AbeUan cases. Let X be a com-

pletely regular space and ß\X) its Stone-Cech compactification. Then there is a

natural continuous monomorphism $>: F\X) —► F(ß(X)). Let F be a compact

subset of F(X). Then $(Y) is a compact subset of F(ß(X)). By Lemma 9.3 of

Steenrod [19] and Theorem 4 of Graev [6] of F(p\X)) is contained in Fn(p\X))

for some n. Thus Y C ^~l(Fn(ß(X))) = Fn(X).

The first proof is given because it does not use the fact that A(X) is a free

Abelian topological group on X.  AU that is used is that every continuous map

from X into the additive group of real numbers R can be extended to a contin-

uous homomorphism from A(X) into R.  This is a much weaker condition which

is satisfied by F\X, Y), the free topological group on X of V, where V denotes

any Abelian variety of topological groups containing R.  For information on var-

ieties of topological groups see [12], [13], and [14] by S. A. Morris.

Let us recall a few facts about dimension [15]. The empty set is said to

have weak inductive dimension -1. A topological space X is said to have weak

inductive dimension < n if every point x in X has a fundamental system of

neighborhoods whose boundaries have weak inductive dimension < n — 1. We

say the weak inductive dimension of X is equal to n if it is < n but not < tt — 1.

Weak inductive dimension is equivalent to the other standard definitions of dimen-

sion for a separable metric space.

In Graev [6] it is shown that if X and Y are compact metric spaces such

that A(X) and A(Y) are topologically isomorphic then X and Y have the same

dimension. By combining some ideas of Graev's proof with some of our own we

are able to extend this result to the case where X and Y are locally compact

metric spaces. The results also hold if F(X) and F(Y) are topologically isomor-

phic.

Theorem 2. Let X and Y be locally compact metric spaces with A(X)

topologically isomorphic to A(Y). Then the spaces X and Y have the same weak

inductive dimension.

Proof. We wül regard Y as a subset of A(X) which generates A(X) as its

free topological group. In this way we can write elements of X in terms of ele-

ments of Y and elements of Y in terms of elements of X.
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Let T)k(X) be the set of all points x in X where the dimension of X is at

least k; that is, where dim^ X>k.  Suppose dim X > k so that r\k(X) is not

empty. Then from dimension theory [2, p. 42], we know for x G r¡k(X) that

dim^ r¡k(X) = dim^ X>k.  Let X0 be the nonempty compact closure in vk(X)

of an open set. Then X0 is a compact subset of X which contains a dense set of

points x such that dimx X0 > k. It follows that the dimension of every open

subset of X0 is at least k.

Since X0 is compact we know from Theorem 1 that the points of X0 can

be written as words of bounded length with respect to Y.  Let n be the smallest

positive integer for which XQ C An(Y). Let x G X0 have reduced representation

y i +y2 + ' ' ' + yn where y¡ G AX(Y) for / = 1, 2, . . . , « and where the set

S = {(/, /): yt = y¡ and / + i) contain a minimum number of pairs (/, j). Choose

open sets Ux, U2,. .. ,Un with compact closures in AX(Y) so that 0 ^ U¡,

either U, C Y on U¡C Y~1,andy, G U¡ for i = 1, 2,.. ., n; U¡ n Ufl = 0

for i, / = 1,2,. .., «; c7f n LT. = 0 whenever (/, /) £ 5; and ¿7,- = t7;- whenever

(i,j")GS.  Define

F=(^+i72+.-. + f7„)nA0.

Then by the Fundamental Lemma, V is an open neighborhood of x in XQ such

that every element of V has length exactly n with respect to Y.   Further, if

Oí + y2 + • • * + y'„) G F then y\ = y) if and only if (/, f) G S.

Every point p G V can be written uniquely in the form px + p2 + • • • +

p„ where p{ G U¡ for i = 1,2,...,«.  Define functions/, from V into U¡ by

//G?) = P,- for i = 1, 2,..., n and for p = px + p2 + • • • + pn G V. We wiU

show that the functions/)- are continuous on V.  Suppose p = pt + p2 + • • • +

pnG V and W¡ is an open neighborhood of f¡(p) = p. in At(Y). We may assume

without loss of generality that W¡C U¡for i = 1,2,. . . ,n. We have

r\Wt) = {P\ +P'2 + ' • ' +P'n G V: p\GWf)

= (U1+U2+--' + Ut_t +Wi + Ui+l +'■• +un)nv.

It follows that ffx(W¡) is a neighborhood of p in K so that ft is continuous in

Kfori= 1,2,...,«.

First we consider the function/j. LetJÍ = xu + x12 + • • • +xlni be

a point of maximal length nx in/j(K) with respect to X. We also require that

the set St = {(/, /): xlf = xX]- and i #/} contain a minimum number of pairs

(/, /). Choose open sets Vlv Vl2,. . . ,Vin   with compact closures in AX(X)

so that 0 <£ F1# Fu C X or Kxi C JT1, and xu G Klf for i = 1, 2.«;

vu n ^i/1 = ^ for U j = 1,2,... ,nl;Viln Vxj = 0 whenever (i, f) $ Sx;

Vxl = Vxj whenever (i, f)GSx;and(Vxx + Vx2 + • • - + VXni) nX^y)C ¿7,.
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Define Wt to be an open set in A(X) such that Wl n An, (X) = Vx x + Vl 2

+ • • * + Pi«, and Wx n ¿,(y) C Ui. Define £/¡ = WlnAi(Y). Then t/~; is

an open neighborhood of y\ in AX(Y) such that every point of /,(P) n {/J has

length exactly «x with respect to X and iV{ C^. Sincey\ E/j(P), there is a

point of the formai +yl2 +^13 + ' * • +yin ^VCX0 with^uE Ut for

1 = 2, 3,... , «.  Define

vi = (iv; + U2 4- <73 + • • • + Un) n X0.

Then Ji + JV12 +^13 + * * ' +Jin G Pi c P; Pi is °Pen in ^o> an(* f°r any

point zt + z2 + ■ ■ ■ +znEVl with z, £ Fjiy) for i = 1, 2,.. ., n, we know

Zj has length exactly nx with respect to X.  As Px C V, we know every element

in Vi has length exactly « with respect to Y.

We are now able to apply the same argument using/2 instead of^ and P,

instead of P.  After this we continue by applying this argument successively to

/3» A. • • • >/„• At the end of this process we wiU have open sets Vt¡ with com-

pact closures in At(X) for i = 1, 2,. . ., « and / = 1, 2,.. ., n¡ so that:  0 £

P/; and either P^CTor V¡jCX~x for 1= 1, 2,. .. ,n and/ = 1,2,.. . ,nt;

VU,C\VJX =0foxi=\,2,...,n and /, t = 1, 2,. .. , «f; Ptt CiVlt = 0

whenever (s, t)$.S¡; Vís = Vit whenever (s, t) E S¡; and (Vn + Vi2 + • • • +

Vj„.) n At(Y) C U¡. During this process we let W¡ be an open set in A(X) such

that W¡ n An¡(X) = Pfl + Vn + • • • + P/n/ and ty n y4,(V) C Í/, for i = 1,

2,... , n. We also let U[ =W¡C\ AX(Y) and P, = (U[ + U2 + • • • + U¡ +

U¡+1 + • • • + Un) n XQ for i = 1, 2,. . . , «. Each (7/ is a nonempty open sub-

set of AX(Y) and each Pf is a nonempty open subset of V C X0. We have PD

VlDV2D---DVn.
It is P„ which interests us. Every point in P„ has length exactly « with

respect to P.  If Zj + z2 + • • • + zn is any point of P„ with each z¡ £ í/f' C

.^(P) then z¡ has length exactly «f with respect to Z for i = 1, 2,.. ., n.

Let *<t + *n + • • • + zin¡ be arbitrary points of U\ n fJ(Vn) for / = 1, 2,

... , « where z;/- £ P^ for i = 1, 2,. . . , « and j = 1,2,... ,n¡. Define func-

tions fy from U'i n /¿(P„) into Vlf by fy(*n + z/2 + • • • + z,„f) = ztj for i =

1,2,.. . ,« and/ = 1,2,... ,n¡. Since every point of U'¡nfJ(Vn) has a

unique representation of the form z« + zn + ' ' ' + z¡n¡ these functions are weU

defined. As was the case for the functions f¡ we know gy is continuous for i =

1,2,..., « and / = 1, 2.«j.

We shaU study the functions gt/- ° fi from P„ C ,Y0 into P/y- C X.  Suppose

x is any point of Vn. Then we have the equation x = yl + y2 + • • • +yn =

xt, -I-h Xj«, + • ■ • + XHt + • —I- xn„n for suitable choices of yt = xn

+ xi2 + • • • + xin¡ £ U¡ n /iíPn), where x/;- £ P^- for i = 1, 2,.... « and
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j = 1,2,... ,n¡. From this equation we know the word

*n +xi2 + ---+xXni +x2x +x22

+ ••• +*2n2 +--+Xni+Xn2+-- •+*„„„

reduces to simply x. It foUows that for any x G Vn there are values of / and /

for which gt¡ o f((x) = x¡¡ = x. Let A¡¡ be the set of aU fixed points of g¡¡ o f¡

in V„. Then

V„= U        Air
Ki<n;l<i<n¡

In addition A¡j is closed in Vn fori= 1,2,... ,n and/ = 1,2,.. . ,n¡. Since

this is a finite union, we can choose integers s and t so that Ast contains a non-

empty open set Wst in Vn. By taking a smaUer set if necessary we assume W

C Vn where the closure is taken in the metric space X0.

We know gst o fg is the identity on Wst. Thus fs is one-to-one on Wst. We

know fs is continuous and Wst is compact. It foUows that fs\Wsy is a homeomor-

phism from Wst into U's C FX(Y). RecaU that either U's C Y or U's C F"1.

Since y and Y~x are homeomorphic we know that in either case Y contains a

copy fs(rVst) of Wst. But rVsr is a nonempty open subset of X0 = r¡k(X) so

dimlv^Ssfc  It follows that dim Y > dim fs(Wsf)>k.  Hence dim X < dim Y.

In the same way dim Y < dim X.  Thus dim A" = dim Y as desired.

Theorem 3.   Let X and Y be locally compact metric spaces with F(X) to-

pologically isomorphic to F(Y). Then the spaces X and Y have the same weak

inductive dimension.

Proof.  By Markov [10], A(X) = F(X)/8 and A(Y) = F(Y)I8 where S is

the commutator subgroup. Thus A(X) = A(Y). The result foUows from Theorem

2.

5. Miscellaneous results. Next we take advantage of the theory we have

developed to investigate what conditions the space X must satisfy in order for

F(X) and A(X) to be locally compact, paracompact, or normal. If X has the dis-

crete topology then F(X) and A(X) also have the discrete topology. Graev showed

in C which foUows his Lemma 6.1 that if X is not discrete then the topological

groups F(X) and A(X) are not second countable. A close reading of his proof

reveals that he shows that if X is not discrete then F(X) and A(X) are not first

countable and hence not metrizable. The following consequence of Theorem 1

has also been shown by Dudley [4] and Abels [1].

Theorem 4. Let X be a completely regular space. If the topology of X is

not discrete then the groups F(X) and A(X) are not locally compact.
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Proof. Suppose U is a compact neighborhood of the identity element 0

in A(X). By Theorem 1, U C An(X) for some positive integer «.   Let x0 be a

nonisolated point of X.  Then «x0 is a limit point of {nx: x E X, x ¥=x0}.

Thus 0 is a limit point of {«x - «x0 : x E X, x ¥= x0}. Every point «x - «x0

with x i= x0 has length 2« so U contains an element of length 2«.  This is impos-

sible since U C An(X). Thus there are no compact neighborhoods of 0 and A(X)

is not locally compact.

We know [6] that the mapping ip from F(X) onto A(X) defined by

ip(xlx2 ■ • • xn) = Xj + x2 + • • • + xn is both continuous and open. It follows

that F(X) is not locally compact either.

It is easy to see that if X is a completely regular space which is a countable

union of compact spaces then the groups F(X) and A(X) are also countable unions

of compact spaces. Thus F(X) and A(X) are paracompact.  However if X is

Lindelof and completely regular (i.e. paracompact) then F(X) and A(X) need not

be paracompact.  Let X be a completely regular space which is not normal.  By

constructing F(X) and A(X) for such a space, Markov [10] showed that a topo-

logical group or an Abelian topological group need not be normal. Our example

wiU also show that the free topological group and free Abelian topological group

of a normal space need not be normal.

Example. Let X be the closed unit interval [0, 1] with the half open in-

terval topology. That is a base for the topology is formed by all half open inter-

vals of the form [x, y). X is a normal Lindelof space for which F(X) and A(X)

are not normal. We leave the details of the proof to the reader. The proof uses

the Fundamental Lemma and is very much like the standard proof used to show

the topological product of X with itself is not normal. Additional relevant infor-

mation can be found in [20].

Let G be a topological group. We denote by Aut(G) the set of all topolog-

ical isomorphisms of G onto itself. Then Aut(G) is itself a group.

Theorem 5. Let X be a completely regular space. Let <p E Aut(F(X)).

Then the subspace iç{X) of F(X) algebraically generates all of F(X) as its free to-

pological group.

Proof.  There can be no nontrivial algebraic relations in ip(X) as tp~   £

kut(F(Xj) and such relations are carried back into X by $~x. In addition e E

<p(X). Thus ip(X) algebraically generates a free group dp(X)) C F(X).  Let x E X

with <p~x(x) = xpx22 • • • xenn where x- E X and e¡ is 1 or -1 for i = 1, 2, ... ,

«.  Then x = «¿<xpx£2 • • • xen") = <rtXj.)eitf*2)e2 • ■ • ^xn)en so that x E

(<p(X)) for every x EX.   It follows that <p(X) generates the entire free group F(X).

Let us show that F(X) is the free topological group of <p(X). We verify the
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three properties given in the definition of a free topological group. First we ob-

serve that <p(X) C F(X) and second we recaU that ip(X) algebraicaUy generates

FXX). Now suppose tí is any continuous function from y(X) into a topological

group G such that h'(e) is the identity in G.  We extend tí to a function « de-

fined on aU of F(X) by h(tfxx)ei • • • rtx„)e«) = h'(^p(xf))ei • • • h'(<p(xn)Yn

where Xj, x2,. .. , xn are points of X and e,- is 1 or -1 for /= 1, 2,..., n.

Notice that since {<p(X)) = F(X) any word in F\X) can be written in the form

rtx^itfx,)*2 • • • tixj".
The extended function h is clearly a homomorphism. We must show that

it is continuous. Consider the continuous function (tí o <p)\X from X into the

group G.  We know F(X) is the free topological group of X so the extension g of

(tí o v)\x to FXX) defined by g(x\i • • • xen") = [(h o <p\X)(xx)]ei • • •

[(« o y\X)(xn)]e" is continuous. A direct calculation shows that h = g o ip-1.

Thus « is continuous and F(X) is the free topological group of tp(X).

An analogous argument gives the Abelian case of this theorem.
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